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Nomenclature
a Tooth mid-cone plane addendum, m

A Distance from gear to fir I bearing, m
Ao Outer-cone distance, m

B Distance from gear to second bearing, m
n Tooth contact shift, m
D,o Mid-cone distance, m

E1 Elastic support stiffness, N-m2
EIo Elastic support stiffness of base design, N-m2

r Tooth face widlh,. m
N Number of teeth

o Center of curvature
Pb Base pitch equivalent spur gear, m

r Mid-plane phch radius, m
R Mid-cone pil.ch radius, m
.Re Effective pitch radius, m

R' e Loaded effective pitch radius
T Torque, N-m

U Pitch point tangential motion, m
W Forcecomponent, N

X Bearing radial deflection, m
Y Pitch point deflection, m
Z Gear center deflection, m

~ Orthogonal coordinate frame
r Cone angle, rad

'9 Pitch point slope, rad
:p Radius of eurvanne, m

.:E Shaft angle. rad
'$0 Normal pressure angle, rad

$:'n Loaded normal pressure angle, rad
\II Spiral angle, rad

S~b5cripts
a Axial first bearing

b Second bearing
bi, i '"I, 2, 3 motion from bearing in first coordinate frame direction
ei, i == I, 2, 3 motion, from shaft in firs] coordinate frame direction

di, i. = 1, 2, 3 first coordinate frame direction
ei, i= I" 2, 3 second coordinate frame direction
n, I = I, 2, 3, third coordinate frame direction

gi" I..I,. 2, 3 fourth coordinate frame direction
g Gear (as last subscript)

p Pinion (as last subscript)
r Radial

t Tangential
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Abstra.ct: An analytical method is presented
to predict the shifts of the contact ellipses on
spiral bevel gear teeth under load. The contact
ellipse shift is the motion of the tooth contact
position from the ideal pitch point to its location
under load. The shifts are due to the elastic
motions ofthe gear and pinion supporting shafts
and bearings. The calculations include the elas-
tic deflections of the gear shafts and the deflec-
tions of the four shaft bearings. The method
assumes that the surface curvature of each tooth
is constant near the unloaded pitch point. Results
from these calculations will help designers re-
ducetransmission weight without seriously re-
dueing transmissionperformance ..

Introduction
Spiral bevel gears are important elements for

transmitting power. In designing spiral bevel
geartransmissions, the designer meets a tradeoff
between a transmission's weight and its life
and reliabihty, By removing weight from. trans-
mission components. one increases the overall
flexibility of the transmission. This flexibility
affects the deflections of the loaded compo-
nents in the transmission ..

The design of an efficient spiral bevel gear
box includes the design of gear and support geom-
etry, bearing and shaft sizes, ami material proper-
ties. The gear tooth interaction is morecompJex
than that of spur or helical gears. The loaded
region of the gear mesh. shifts due to the deflec-
tions of the gear and the pinion. A primary cause
of these motions is the flexibility of the gear
support shaft and bearings ..Although the teeth
also deflect, tooth beam deflections are small in
comparison to lootll gear support deflections, If



the shift of the loaded region is large, the life of
the gear mesh may reduce significantly.

The classic work of Wildhaberl-2 de cribes
the kinematic operation and the generation of
spiral bevel gears. More recently, Baxter and
Coleman" expanded on this fundamental. theory.
They described a tooth. contacranaly i:sprogram
whichanalyzes the kinematic action of two
spiral bevel gears in mesh. The program. consid-
ers effects of tooth manofacnmng parameters
on the gear mesh kinematics.

Litvin and CoyS and Litvin. Rahamn and
Goldrich'' also presented the theory of spiral
bevel gear generation and design. These works
describe kinematicerrors induced in the trans-
mission by errors Ln gear manufacturing and
assembly. The articles also suggest tooth profile
modifications to improve kinematic transmis-
sion. They give direct relation bip for the gen-
erated curvature and direction on the terms of
the principal curvatures and direction on the
bevel. gear teetlt. surface . The e relation hips
are in terms of the principal curvatures and
directions ofthe tool generating' urfaces.

Coleman 7 described the experimental mea-
surement of existing bevel and hypoid gear
deflections under load. The article cites the
importance of these deflections for the capacity
and noise level of the gear set. The test results
also suggest gear mounting and tooth manufac-
turing changes which can improve the capacity
and life of the gear set.

Taha, Ettles. and Ma.cP.herson8 presented
the in~.eraction of the structural rigidity and
performance from a helicopter tail rotor gear
box. They u ed a finite element model for me
housing. The article pre eats effects of deflec-
tions on lbearing roller Ioad distribution. bearing
fatigue life, and the gear motions at the un loaded
pitch point Tbeirworkdemoastretes the impor-
tance of rigidity to minimize deflections and
maximize bearing tife in a tran mission.

Winter and Paul9 presented work on the
influence of spiral. bevel gear deflection on
tooth root stresses.

This article pre ents an analytical. method to
predict the shift of the loaded region on the
tooth. The method treats the sbjft as a result of
the elastic deflectiens ofthe gear support shaft-
ing and bearings. The analysis is sequential.

The first stage define. the gear geometry and
loading. The econd stage determinesthe elastic

!Fig. l - Spiral, bevel. :gear mesh Dnd support bearmg :geometry,
deflections of the bearings and shafts and the
slopesof the shafts at the gears. The third stage
finds me motions of me gear teethcau ed by
each elastic deflection. The total deflections of
the gear teeth are the algebraic sum of these
motions. The fourth stage determines the geom-
etry and curvatures of the gear and pinion teeth.
These directions and curvatures combine with
the separate motions ofthe gear teeth to produce
the contact shift. The contact shift is the motion
of the contact ellipses on the two tooth surfaces
under load from the unloaded pitch point. The
analysis assumesthat the.curvatures are constant
over the affected surfaces of the teeth.

A gear box model similar to 'the main rotor
bevel gear reduction of the U.S. Army OH-58
light duty helicopter serve as an example for
[be method. The gear box includes a single
spiral bevel gear drive with a pinion input and
the supporting shafts and bearings. The analy-
sis includes a paramet:rk study. The article
presents radial and tangential shifts of the con-
tact ellipses on the pinion and gear teeth as
functions of shaft stiffness.

Geometry and Loading
Fig. 1 shows the geometry of a spiral bevel

gear mesh. The mid-cone distance, Do' isthe
distance from the apex of the bevel cones to the
mid-place pitch point. This distance is along the
pitch line .of the two pitch cones. his equall to the
oater-cone di stance, A0' rninus one-half the tooth
face width, f. The mid-cone distance and the
'tooth face width describe the basic gear blank
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gear and pinion also contribute to the gear sizes.
The shaft angle, I, is the sum of the cone pitch
angles. The shaft angle defines the relative orien-
tation of the gear and pinion shafts. The pitch
radius of the gear in its mid-line, 'g is:

r = D *si11' rg . 0 - g

The cone pitch angle, rg, ill terms of the
numbers of teeth on the gear and pinion, Ng and
Np' and the shaft angle, I, .IS:

r sin, L
tall = ---~...;...::=-----
- - - g (N,fNg) + cos I

Simihrr equations define the pitch radius, rp' and
cone pitch angle, Fp' of the pinion with the
subscripts p and g interch!Ulged.

Fig. 2 shows the spiral angle, .fII, and norma]
pressure angle, 4>,,. The spiral angle, 11', Is the
angle of inclination of the teeth to the pitch ray.
It is in the place tangent to the two pitch cones.
The gear of Fig. 2 has a right hand spiral The
normal pressure angle, tPn, is the angle between a
normal to the tooth. and the tangent to the pitch
cone surface sn the tooth normal plane.

Fig. 2 includes four orthogonal right handed
coordinate frames. All four coordinate frames
are atthe mid-plane pitch po intof the spiral bevel
tooth. The first of these. {3di' has coordinates in
the tangential, axial. and radial directions ofthe
gear body. The second coordinate frame, 13ei, is
the first coordinate frame rotated through the
cone angle, rg• in a negative direction about the
f3~11 vector. The unit vectors of thi frame are in
tile tangential, pitch ray,and mid-cone radial
directions, respectively. The third coordinate

CA) Cone
Tangent
Plane Pflpg.\

J3e3
J3f3

J3g3
(B) Tooth Normal Plane

-..p...~.,>!1-- J3e2

131'2
J3g2

(C) Axial Section Plane

Fig. 2 - Spiral bevel gear tooth coordinate frames.
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(1)

frame, 13ji' is the second coordinate frame rotated
through the spiral angle, V'. in a positive direc-
lion about the Pel vector fora right handed spiral
angle. The unit vectors of this frame are tangent
to the pitch cone in the tooth normal place,
tangent to the tooth in the cone tangent plane,
and in the mid-cone radial direction respec-
tively. The fourth coordinate frame. 13gi, is the
third coordinate frame rotated through the nor-
mal. pressure angle, ifill' in a negative direction
about the .f3j2 vector. The unit vectors of this
frame are in the tooth normal direction, tangent
to the tooth in the cone tangent plane. and tan-
gent to the tooth in the tooth normal plane
respecti vely.

Fig. 2 shows the mid-plane pitch radius of
tbe gear, rg, in the axial section plane. The mid-
cone radiu of the gear, Rg, is in the ame view.

This equivalent spur pitch radius is:

(2)

rg
Rg = ----!!....--

cos Tg

The gear assembly includes the support bear-
ings and their locations. The position of the
bearings relative to the gear or pinion describes
the support system geometry. The two most
common bearing configurations are straddle and
overhung mountings. Fig. I shows both. The
pinion has a straddle mounting, while the gear
has an overhung mounting. III both cases, A is
the distance from the gear mid-plane to the
bearing close t to the pitch cone apex . .B is the
distance from the gear mid-plane to the bearing
furthest from the apex. Distance A is positive for
an overhung mounting and negati ve for a straddle
mounting. B is always positive ..

The normal force acts on the tooth at the mid-

(3)

plane pitch point. The method assumes that the
force is a concentrated force. The force has three
orlho gonal components in the directions of the f3'di
coordinate frame relative to the tooth. The tan-
gential component, WI' producesthe torque on I.he
gear. Itacts in the f3d I direction. The axial compo-
nent. Wa' acts in thef3d2 direction. And the radial
component. WI" acts in the f3d3 direction.

Fig. 3 shows these forces for both the gear
and thepinion with their respective coordinate
frames. For the gear, the components are:

(4)



Wa '" J wll [ tan ¢n * sin. rg + sin. IjI * cos r:~J(5)
cos'll

Wr = IwJ [tan. 41/1 * cos ~ - sin VI * sin r,J (6)
cos 'I'

where Tg is the torque on the gear, Replacing the
sub cript g with the subscript pin Equations 4

through 6 gives the equations for the pinion
force components. InEquations 5 and 6. the sign
of the last term depends on the direction of
rotation, the hand of the spiral, and whether the
gear is driving or being driven. These equations
are valid for a right-handed piral driving gear
rotating counterclockwise about the f3d2 direc-
tion. Each change in the spiral hand. power
direction. or rotation direction reverses the signs.

The sign of the tangential load. W"~ also
depends on the directions of the rotation and
power flow. The tangential cornponent is posi-
tive for a driving gear or pinion which is rotting
coanterclockwi e. It i also positive for a driven
gear of pinion which is rotating clockwise. The
tangential load is negative otherwise, However,
Equations 5 and 6 use the absolute value of WI'

Com.pon.ent Deflections
Under load. the motion of the ideal pitch

point of a spiral bevel gear is mainly the
superposition of three elastic deflections. These
deflections result from shaft deflections at the
gear center .ahaft slope at the gear centers. and
the deflections of the support bearings,

Table I lists the results of a strength of mate-
rials shaft analysis for the deflections, Ycj' and
slopes (rctations), ¢cj' of the gear at the pitch
point in and about thef3di directions, In the
analysis, both the axial. and radial forces contrib-
ute to both rhe radial deflection and the tangen-
tial rotation. The axial deflection is due to the
tangential rotation and the radial location of the
pitch point. In this instance. the straddle and
overhung ca es require different formulae due to
the different ela tic configurations of the two
cases ..As before, interchanging gear and pinion
subscripts yields valid equations for the pinion.

The bearings which upport the shaft also
deflect, Each bearing has a nonlinear stiffness
and its own contact angle. HarrislO and
Houghton" present methods for determining
the rolling element load hating and resulting
deflection, The method of this article COID-

bine the radial and axial. loads on each bear-

Pinion I

I

Apex

Fig. 3 • Gear and pinion tooth force eempeaents,

DEFLECTIONS
Straddle Overhung

WtA
2B

3EI
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Yc];::: __ l _

-W. r A (2B + A)
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W A2B
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3EI

3EI (B-A)
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Z
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3 EI (B-A) 3 EI (8-A)

SLOPES
!

"a, _W.r{A2+AB+B2) W,AB(I3+A)
"d- ------

1 3 EI (B-A) 3 EI (B-A)

W. r (2A + B) _ W, A(2B + A) I
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ee3 ~ Wt AB(B + A)
3 EI. (B-A)

W A(2B +A)
6 E]

Table ] - Elastic Support. Induced Pltch Point Motion

DEFLECTIONS

Ybl =
B * X e l - A * X bl

I

B-A

,
Yb2 :::: Xl + r * 8bl

I

I

I B*Xa3-A*Xb3 I
Yb3=

I B-A
I

I

'I
SLOPES

I
I

X b3 - X.3I B =
I

I

bl
B-A

B'bZ:;;;: 0
I

9b)=
X al- X bl

B-A

Table 2 - 8c.aring Induced .Pil.cllPoint Motion
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lug to find the bearing deflections. The pro-
gram then resolves each bearing deflection
into its radial and axial components in the(3di
coordinate directions.

The deflections at the bearings are X . and
(II

Xbi. Here the subscript a identifies the bear-
ing located the distance A from the gear. And
the subscript b identifies the bearing located
the distance B away. The last subscript, i,
denotes the deflection direction in the
f3dicoordinate frame ..

For i= 2, both bearings have the same axial
deflection, Xz' Table IIlists the deflections, Ybi,

and the rotations, f3di of the gear pitch point
caused by these bearing deflections. The mo-
tions are due to the rigid body motion of tlIe gear
and support shaft in the bearings.

The total motions of the gear pitch point in
and about the I(}di coordinate directions, ne-
glecting .any elastic motion of the transmission
housing are:

Similar equations describe the motion of the
pinion pitch point. The motions of the gear and
pinion pitch points combine in the analysis for
the shift ofthe contact ellipse under load.

Contact Analysis
The principal. curvatures of the teeth are

needed in addition to the teeth deflections in the
contact ellipse shift model. Unfortunately, no
direct equations exist for the spiral bevel tooth
surface due to the complexity of the surface
geometryS.6. However, an indirect approach can
determine the principal curvatures and direc-
tions of curvature. Litvin5-6 has developedequa-
tions to determine these principal curvaturesand
their directions at the pitch point.

Toe

Gear or Pinion Tooth_/

Fig. 4 - Tooth contaet point motion.

The analysis assumes that direct conjugate
relationships exist between the gear cutting
tool surface curvatures and motion and the
sought quantities. These are the principal cur-
vaturesand their directions on the gear tooth
surface. The analysis uses the gear and pillion
geometry along wi.th the cutter machine set-
tings for both the gear and pinion. The cutter
machine's manufacturer provides the gear cut-
ter settings. With this method, one can deter-
mine the curvatures of the gear tooth. surface
without equations for the surface.

The separate pitch point motioas of the two
gear teeth effect the shift of the contact ellipse
under load. In addition, the motions of the cen-
ters of transverse curvature of the teeth surfaces
effect the tangential contact ellipse shift. The
motions of the mid-plane base circles of the teeth
also effect the radial contact ellipse shift. In
addition, the standard Hertzian contact stress
formulae12 yield the s:ize and orientation of the
contact ellipse on the gears. All these caleula-

(7) tionsassume that the principal. curvatures re-
main constant over the contacted portions of the

(8) spiral bevel gear teeth.
Relative Motions

Tnecontact shift motion occurs in. the plane
tangent to the two teeth. Relative motions inlhe
direction of the common normal to the teeth
produce kinematic errors in the motion trans-
mission. Kinematic errorS is a forward or back-
ward rotation of the output gear from its ideal
position relative to tile input gear. This motion
does not produce a shift of the contact ellipse.
Only the radial. shift on the teeth in the tooth.
normal plane and the tangential relative motion
in the cone tangent plane are of interest, The
radial shift of the teeth produces a radial shift in
the contact ellipse locations on both teeth. The
tangential motion produces a tangential shift in
the contact ellipse locations as shown in Fig. 4.

In the motion analysis, the small pitch point
deflections and rotations are vectors. One can
obtain the vector components in arty of the four
coordi.nate frames by direct matrix rotations.

Radial Shift - The radial shift ofthe two teeth
appears in the mid-cone plane and in the tooth
normal plane. Fig. 5 shows two equivalent spur
gears in the tooth normal plane before and after
application of the separating load, Equivalent
spur gears have the tooth geometry of the sp.im-al
bevel tooth ill its mid-cone plane. The involute



action of these spur gears is the same as that of
spiral. bevels in the mid-cone plane.I-3 The ra-
dial shift of the two gears is due to an increase of
the center distance in this rotated mid-cone
plane. The separating motion of each gear center
i the pitch point motion in the Pel direction
minu a small relative motion. The relative ra-
dial mot:ion ofthe gear center j .towardjhe pitch
point It is dueto Ute gear rotation about the
original tangential direction Pel'

The displ acement of the pitch point in the l1e3
direction is:

.y y *. r-· . Y * ....T.. 3· =. -'2 sm .. + d·' COSt .8 <L, II 8 J,g 9

The effective radius of the equivalent spur
gear in the tooth norma] plane, Ret' is a func-
tion of the mid-cone radius, R" and the spiral
angle, If.

The motion of the center of the equi.valent gear
is thus:

Due to the involute act jon on separation, the
radial motion produces a new loaded pitch point.
The normal pressure angle increases slightly.
The gears rotate slightly. and a new loaded
effective pitch radius re ults, The new pressure
angle, 6'n' is:

,'n = cos .J [ (R~g+ R~,) * cos 4111 ] (12)

Reg + Z.J. g + R~p + Zd.p
The loaded effective gear pitch radius. R'eg' is:

R' =- eg
Rl!g * cos 41"

COS 41'/1
The radial shift of the pitch point from the

unloaded to the loaded po ilion on the gear
tooth, D'rg. is now:

R' - RD = ·__1!~8__ ·~~~_
rll

cos 4111

Fig ..6 shows this shin di lance and the two
pitch radii, Fig. 6 is a normal view of tile
spiral bevel. gear tnoth, The analysis for the
radial shift of the contact point on the pinion
tooth is unitar,

Tangenua! Shift - The relative tangential

motion of the two teeth appears clearly in a
plane normal to the tooth ..Thi plane contains
the tooth tangent vector Pg2. The plane is per-
pendicular to vector I1gj. It contains the tangen-
tial motion of the pitch points, and it contains
the centers of transverse curvature of the gear
and pinion teeth. 0'8 and Op respectively. The
radii of trans verse curvature of the teeth. Pg and
Pp. are primary curvatures which the tooth
contact analysis determines,

Fig. 7 shows the line of centers in this plane
for both the unloaded and the loaded condition,
The centers of curvature, 0

8
and Op. have a

(9) prime in their loaded positions. For clarity, the
two centers of curvature are Oil opposite sides of
the tooth surface tangent in Fig. 7.. In reality,
both centers an on the same side ofthe tooth

(10)

surface tangent. However, the tangent shifl rela-
tion is. the same for both cases. The deflections of
these centers of curvature in this plane are re-
lated to their respective pitch point deflections in
the Pgjdirection. The relation adds the motion of
t:hecurvature center relative to the original pitch

Base

J
n

I

/'

Gear ....."

I(A) Before Displacement (B) After Displa.cemem

Fig•.5 ~Hquiv.aleot spur geu· ep. ration iutooth
normal. plane.

([3)

Toolh Surface

([4)

.Fig. 6 - R.adial motion of gear pitch point.
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point. The relati ve motion is due to the gear body
rotation perpend icular to this plane about the f3'g3
direction. For the gear, this deflection is:

Z1l2. II = Y g2, 8 + P8 * sin. 8 83.8

where

YgZ, g"" -Y,lJ, II *' sifltp'+ Ytl2.g *' cos rg cos "¥ (16)

-Yd3.8 * sin rg cos lJf

Radial
Shift
(Dr'ag) .041

Fig. 7 - Tangential motion of spiral bevel pitch
point.

,020
---Gear
-Pinion

,0015

Radial

Shifl .0010
(Dr'Ph)

00 1.00.6 .8

Stiffnes __Ratio (EI/EIoO_J_

Fig ..8,- Tuoth cootactpositlon shift in radial direction.

00
I Tangential
I Shift

I
-.00005

,I (2Dt/f)
I -

- ..000010.

-.0001.5

.0001

, Tangential

Shifl -.00'1
(DtlPb) ____ Gear

-- Pinion
-.OOQ
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Fig. 9 - Tooth contact po itlon shin in tangential direction.

and:

(J= (J' - * cos 1jI sill <A-g),g dl,g II
(17)

(15)
+(J 12 * (cos r sin. Itlsin d. - sin F cos e], . II !( 'F 'I'll 8 "",

-fJ dJ.g *' (sin Til sinlfl sin 4>n'" cos Tg cos l/J,,)

The motion on the tooth surface from the
unloaded pitch point to the loaded pitch point. in
this plane is Ug2' This is the deflection necessary
to keep the centers of curvature on a common
tooth normal

(18)

This locates the new loaded pitch point rela-
tive to the unloaded pitch point. The relative
shift of the gear pitch point in the tangential
direction on the tooth surface is D,g' This is the
difference between the original pitch point's
motion and the pitch point shift, Ugi

(19)

A similar analysis determines the tangential
pitch point shift on the pinion, DIP'

Tooth Con.tact Shift
The radial and tangentiaJ components of

tooth contact shift are valuable measures of
the rigidity of a bevel gear me h. Knowledge
of the shift components can help a designer
evaluate important properties of the gear mesh
and support bearings. An interactive input
Fortran 77 computer program 13 calculates
these tooth contact shifts for both the gear and
pinion. The program, SLIDE. FOR, can run on
a personal computer.

fig. 4 shows the shift of the nominal. pitch
point contact ellipse on a gear tooth. The princi-
pal radii of curvature of the teeth and the normal
tooth load determine the size and orientation of
the contact ellipse. One C3_n compare the tangen-
tial. shift to the difference between the half tooth
width and the tangential radius of the ellipse. This
compari on demonstrates whether edge loading
can occur in the design. By subtracting the radial
hifts from the teeth addenda, one aI 0can evalu-

ate the reduction in the ideal contact ratio ..
This model. can evaluate performance

tradeoffs where transmission weight and trans-
mission life are competing objectives. Figs. 8
and 9' are dimensionless plots of contact shift as
function of support shaft stiffness for a single
stage transmission. The plots vary both the gear



and pinion shaft stiffnes es by the same percent-
age. The parametric study reduce the. ti ffnesses
from the design values to show the effect of shaft
tiffne on performance.

Fig. 8 is a plot of the radial contact hift on
both the gear and the pinion. Fig. 9 is a plot of
the tangential contact shift for the two gears ..
Bethplot show the contact shift a. a. ratio 'to

the mid-cone ba e pitch of the teeth. This
gives a dimensionless comparison of the shift
magnitudes. A second vertical axis on the
radial plot, haws the shift as a percent .of the
tooth addendum. This compares the shift of
the contact point to the actual tooth size. In the
tangential shift plot, the second vertical axis
shows the tangential shift as a percent of the
half tooth width. The horizcntal axis of both
plot i the ratio of the support shaft stiffnes ,
EI, to the full support shaft. stiffness, EI,]"

The figures demonstrate a definite hyper-
belie relatiensbip between the riffne es and
the re ulti ng pitch poi nt contact shift, A val uable
conclusion i that one may reduce the stiffnesses
in the example to about 20% of the nominal
design values. At thi point. there is a significant
increase in the contact position shift. With this
information available at the design stage of a
transmi sian's development, important weight
saving may be possible. The weight savings
win not sacri flee the transmi sion' slife or power
overload performance seriously.

Summary and Conclusion
Thi artidepre ents a method to predict the

shift ofthe loaded region on the gear teeth in a
spiral bevel reduction. This shift is a result of the
eta tic deflections of the gear support shafting
and bearings under load. The reduction is a
single spiral bevel gear drive with a pinion input
and upportmg shafts and bearings. The a-
Slimed deflection were caused by the shaft de-
flection. , the shaft slopes, and the bearing de-
flection . The analysis assumed that the curva-
tures of fhe teeth near the pitch point. were
constant, It determined tile curvature using the
envelope of cutting tool positions.

The analysis was equential. The first [age
defined the gear geometry and loading. The ec-
ond stage determined the elastic deflectams oflhe
bearings and shaft and the slopes of the hafts at
the gear .. The third tage determined the motions
of'the gear teeth caused by each elastic deflection,
Superposition of the e motion produced the total

deflections of the gear teeth. The fourth. tage
anaJyzedthe interaction between the tooth geom-
etry and motion to predict the tooth contact el-
lipse motion underload ..A Fortran 77 computer
program determined 'Ihe radial and tangential
tooth contact shifts of the gear and pinion.

An example representative of the main rotor
bevel gear reduction found in the U.S. Army
OH-58 helicopter was modelled. A parametric
study illustrated the determination of the radial
and tangential tooth contact ell ipse shifts. Graphs
showed the variation in contact hin with reduc-
tion in upport shaft stiffness. An important
conclusion was that, for the example, one could
reduce the shaft stiffnesses to about 20% of the
present stiffne ses, At this level, significant
changes in the shifts of the tooth contact p051.-
lions occurred. Significant weighl reductions
m.ay bepossible without .. eriously affecting the
gear action or the gear life .•
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